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Frank McCourt's glorious childhood memoir, Angela's Ashes, has been loved and celebrated by listeners
everywhere for its spirit, its wit and its profound humanity. A tale of redemption, in which storytelling itself
is the source of salvation, it won the National Book Critics Circle Award, the Los Angeles Times Book
Award and the Pulitzer Prize. Rarely has a book so swiftly found its place on the literary landscape.

And now we have 'Tis, the story of Frank's American journey from impoverished immigrant to brilliant
teacher and raconteur. Frank lands in New York at nineteen, in the company of a priest he meets on the boat.
He gets a job at the Biltmore Hotel, where he immediately encounters the vivid hierarchies of this "classless
country," and then is drafted into the army and is sent to Germany to train dogs and type reports. It is Frank's
incomparable voice -- his uncanny humor and his astonishing ear for dialogue -- that renders these
experiences spellbinding.

When Frank returns to America in 1953, he works on the docks, always resisting what everyone tells him,
that men and women who have dreamed and toiled for years to get to America should "stick to their own
kind" once they arrive. Somehow, Frank knows that he should be getting an education, and though he left
school at fourteen, he talks his way into New York University. There, he falls in love with the quintessential
Yankee, long-legged and blond, and tries to live his dream. But it is not until he starts to teach -- and to write
-- that Frank finds his place in the world. The same vulnerable but invincible spirit that captured the hearts of
listeners in Angela's Ashes comes of age.

Frank McCourt's 'Tis is one of the most eagerly-awaited audiobooks of our time, and it is a masterpiece.
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From reader reviews:

Chester Grantham:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you might have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try factor that
really opposite from that. A single activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on
roller coaster you have been ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Tis: A Memoir, you
could enjoy both. It is fine combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh
can occur its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Mary Tiller:

Reading a book being new life style in this season; every people loves to study a book. When you examine a
book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge, due to
the fact book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of book
that you have read. If you want to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but if
you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, and
also soon. The Tis: A Memoir offer you a new experience in examining a book.

Anthony Jarrard:

Is it a person who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by simply watching television
programs or just resting on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Tis: A Memoir can be the
solution, oh how comes? The new book you know. You are so out of date, spending your time by reading in
this brand new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Mary Parker:

Guide is one of source of knowledge. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen require book to know the upgrade information of year to help year. As we know
those publications have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the
world. Through the book Tis: A Memoir we can take more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To
get creative person must love to read a book. Simply choose the best book that suited with your aim. Don't
become doubt to change your life with that book Tis: A Memoir. You can more attractive than now.
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